RETURN OF THE RAT
As recorded by Nirvana
(from a bootleg recorded on 11/18/94)

Words by Kurt Cobain
Music by Nirvana
Arranged by The Wipers

A Intro
Fast Rock \( \frac{d}{\text{d}} = 180 \)

B Verse

The Wipers
Printed using TabView by Simone Tellini - http://www.tellini.org/mac/tabview/
C Chorus

B5  C5  A5  B5  C5  A5  B5  C5  A5

G5  C5  D5

A5  C5  G5  G#5

P.M.------------------

D Verse 2

A5  C5  G5  G#5

P.M.------------------

The Wipers

Printed using TabView by Simone Tellini - http://www.tellini.org/mac/tabview/
H Chorus

B5  C5  A5  B5  C5  A5  B5  C5  A5

G5  C5  D5

I Breakdown

A5/\  C5

G5  G#5

B5/\  D5

B5